New windows opening in housing market
State shifting from RDP houses to variety of affordable homes, writes Thabang Mokopanele
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WITH more than 3-million reconstruction and development programme (RDP) houses having been
allocated since the dawn of democracy, there are now indications the policy has served its purpose
and the government is looking to replace it with something it considers more sustainable.
The government announced two years ago that it would no longer be focusing on providing housing,
to concentrate instead on the creation of human settlements.
The department of housing has been renamed the Department of Human Settlements. This
department plans to move away from the previous model, which focused on the provision of RDP
houses, to the provision of a variety of accommodation, including high-rise flats.
Soula Proxenos, managing partner at International Housing Solutions (IHS), says the concept of RDP
housing has been a revolutionary programme, the likes of which have not been reproduced
elsewhere in the world.
She says despite the criticism that has sometimes been levelled at the RDP programme, it has been a
powerful force for empowering the previously disenfranchised in SA.
"However, after some 3-million homes have been given away, it appears this policy has served its
purpose and something more sustainable is likely to take its place." Ms Proxenos says several
developments in recent past weeks have confirmed SA is moving away from a singular focus on the
provision of free housing to other forms of subsidy that aid poorer households and enable them to
join the formal housing ladder.
Comments by President Jacob Zuma in his state of the nation address, R83,5bn in housing subsidies
announced by Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan during his budget speech, and statements by
Planning Minister Trevor Manuel have given a clear indication of how the country’s housing crisis
might be addressed in coming years.
Ms Proxenos says the biggest single policy change on housing to date, with initiatives announced by
the government, will provide "significant support to working South Africans who could not
previously afford to buy a home".
IHS has over the past five years provided private equity funding to affordable housing projects with a
total value of more than R7,8bn.
Speaking at the IHS investor conference in Stellenbosch after the budget announcement, Mr Manuel
said the government had provided 3-million subsidised homes since 1994, "but the current model is
not sustainable".
In his analysis of the challenges of the current model, he said densification needed to be explored,
and noted the president’s announcement with regards to gap housing subsidies. Mr Manuel said it
may be necessary to "redesign the system in its entirety".

"A different approach is required. We need new models with the three spheres of government
working closer together, and a strengthening of public-private partnerships," Mr Manuel said.
Gap or affordable housing services people who do not qualify for free RDP homes, but who also do
not earn enough to qualify for a bond at the middle to higher end of the market.
Ms Proxenos says for historical reasons, there is a huge discrepancy between the supply of
affordable housing, and demand.
IHS has been at the forefront of funding affordable housing development in the country, and is
nearing the close of its first fund, the South African Workforce Housing Fund. Represented at the
investor conference were institutional investors in charge of more than R1,5-trillion globally.
Mr Manuel and Cape Town mayor Patricia de Lille informed investors about the current state and
growth expectations of the affordable housing sector, as well as the necessity of stock provision in
the affordable housing market in coming years.
Both spoke of the need for innovative solutions for the provision of housing, and public-private
partnerships to address the housing crisis in SA, as well as a serious assessment of densification.
Ms de Lille says: "While there was once a heavy focus on the provision of free homes, there is now
an increasing focus on the need for gap housing." She says the government has been focused in the
past on providing housing to "one aspect of the market".
"As much as those who cannot afford houses need them, and there is a long waiting list, there are
also those who are just above this level. The need for gap housing is possibly one of the more urgent
development pressures we face in SA."
"As our democracy is maturing, the development priorities in the field of public housing have shifted
accordingly," Ms de Lille says.
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